make formal distributional assumptions about the data observed. The advantage of parametric assumptions is the ability, through the wealth of existing statistical methodology, to make inferences about parameters of interest (i.e., changes in expression). For genome-scale count data, including RNA-seq, a convenient and well-established approximation is the negative binomial (NB) model (Box 1), which represents a natural extension of the Poisson model (i.e., a mixture of gamma-distributed rates) that was used in early studies 18 ; notably, Poisson variation can only describe technical (i.e., sampling) variation.
To analyze differential expression, this protocol focuses on DESeq and edgeR, which implement general differential analyses on the basis of the NB model. These tools differ in their look and feel, and they estimate the dispersions differently but offer overlapping functionality (Box 2).
Variations and extensions of the protocol
This protocol presents a workflow built from a particular set of tools, but it is modular and extensible; thus, alternatives that offer special features (e.g., counting by allele) or additional flexibility (e.g., specialized mapping strategy) can be inserted as necessary. Figure 1 highlights straightforward alternative entry points to the protocol (orange boxes). The count-based pipeline discussed here can be used in concert with other tools. For example, for species without an available well-annotated genome reference, Trinity 19 or other assembly tools can be used to build a reference transcriptome; reads can then be aligned and counted, followed by the standard pipeline for differential analysis 20 . Similarly, to perform differential analysis on novel genes in otherwise annotated genomes, the protocol could be expanded to include merged per-sample assemblies (e.g., Cuffmerge within the Cufflinks package 17, 21, 22 ) and used as input to counting tools.
The focus of this protocol is gene-level differential expression analysis. However, biologists are often interested in analyses beyond that scope, and many possibilities now exist as extensions of the count-based framework discussed here. The full details of such analyses are not covered here, and we make only a sketch of some promising approaches. First, an obvious extension to genelevel counting is exon-level counting, given a catalog of transcripts. Reads can be assigned to the exons that they align to and be counted. Reads spanning exon-exon junctions can be counted at the junction level. The DEXSeq package uses a generalized linear model (GLM) that tests whether particular exons in a gene are preferentially used in a condition, over and above changes in gene-level expression. In edgeR, a similar strategy is taken, except that testing is done at the gene level by effectively asking whether
Box 1 | The NB model
The NB model has been shown to be a good fit to RNA-seq data 7 , yet it is flexible enough to account for biological variability. It provides a powerful framework (e.g., via GLMs) for analyzing arbitrarily complex experimental designs. NB models, as applied to genomic count data, make the assumption that an observation, say Y gj (observed number of reads for gene g and sample j), has a mean µ gj and a variance µ gj + ϕ g µ 2 , where the dispersion ϕ g > 0 represents overdispersion relative to the Poisson distribution 4 . The mean parameters µ gj depend on the sequencing depth for sample j as well as on the amount of RNA from gene g in the sample. Statistical procedures can be formulated to test for changes in expression level between experimental conditions, possibly adjusting for batch effects or other covariates, and to estimate the log-fold changes in expression.
The dispersion ϕ g represents the squared coefficient of variation of the true expression levels between biologically independent RNA samples under the same experimental conditions, and hence the square root of ϕ g is called the biological coefficient of variation 7 .
Obtaining good estimates of each gene's dispersion is critical for reliable statistical testing. Methods of estimating the genewise dispersion have received considerable attention 3, 4, 31, 59 . Unless the number of samples is large, stable estimation of the dispersion requires some sort of sharing of information between genes. One can average the variability across all genes 5 , or fit a global trend to the dispersion 3 , or can seek a more general compromise between individual gene and global dispersion estimators 4 . Step 14
Step 15
Step 13
Steps 7-12
Steps 3-6
Steps 1 and 2
2-group differential comparison GLM-based differential comparisons
Inspect and save results
Additional sanity checks
Alternative alignment (SAM/BAM files) Alternative counting (count table) Transcript annotation Software setup Figure 1 | Count-based differential expression pipeline for RNA-seq data using edgeR and/or DESeq. Many steps are common to both tools, whereas the specific commands are different (Step 14) . Steps within the edgeR or DESeq differential analysis can follow two paths, depending on whether the experimental design is simple or complex. Alternative entry points to the protocol are shown in orange boxes.
the exons are used proportionally across experiment conditions in the context of biological variation.
Comparison with other methods
Many tools exist for differential expression of counts, with slight variations of the method demonstrated in this protocol; these include, among others, baySeq 23 , BBSeq 24 , NOISeq 25 and QuasiSeq 26 . The advantages and disadvantages of each tool are difficult to elicit for a given data set, but simulation studies show that edgeR and DESeq, despite the influx of many new tools, remain among the top performers 27 . The count-based RNA-seq analyses presented here consider the total output of a locus, without regard to the isoform diversity that may be present. This is of course a simplification. In certain situations, gene-level count-based methods may not recover true differential expression when some isoforms of a gene are upregulated and others are downregulated 17, 28 . Extensions of the gene-level count-based framework to differential exon usage are now available (e.g., DEXSeq 29 ). Recently, approaches have been proposed to estimate transcript-level expression and to build the uncertainty of these estimates into a differential analysis at the transcript level (e.g., BitSeq 30 ). Isoform deconvolution coupled with differential expression (e.g., Cuffdiff 17, 21, 22 ) is a plausible and popular alternative, but in general, isoform-specific expression estimation remains a difficult problem, especially if sequence reads are short, if genes whose isoforms overlap substantially are analyzed or if very deeply sequenced data are unavailable. At present, isoform deconvolution methods and transcript-level differential expression methods only support two-group comparisons. In contrast, counting is straightforward regardless of the configuration, and depth of data and arbitrarily complex experiments are naturally supported through GLMs (see Box 3 for further details on feature counting). Recently, a flexible Bayesian framework for the analysis of 'random' effects in the context of GLM models and RNA-seq count data was made available in the ShrinkSeq package 31 . In addition, countbased methods that operate at the exon level, which share the NB framework, and flexible coverage-based methods have become available to address the limitations of gene-level analyses 29, 32, 33 . These methods give a direct readout of differential exons, genes whose exons are used unequally or nonparallel coverage profiles, all of which reflect a change in isoform use.
Scope of this protocol
The aim of this protocol is to provide a concise workflow for a standard analysis, in a complete and easily accessible format, for users new to the field or to R. We describe a specific but very common analysis task: the analysis of an RNA-seq experiment, comparing two groups of samples that differ in terms of their experimental treatment. We also cover one common complication: the need to account for a blocking factor.
In practice, users will need to adapt this pipeline to account for the circumstances of their experiment. More complicated experimental designs will require further considerations not covered here. Therefore, we emphasize that this protocol is not meant to replace the existing user guides, vignettes and online documentation for the packages and functions described. These provide a large body of information that is helpful for tackling tasks that go beyond the single-standard workflow presented here.
In particular, edgeR and DESeq have extensive user guides, downloadable from http://www.bioconductor.org, which cover a wide range of relevant topics. Please consult these comprehensive resources for further details. Another rich resource for answers to commonly asked questions is the Bioconductor mailing list (http://bioconductor.org/help/mailing-list/) as well as online resources such as seqanswers.com (http://seqanswers.com/), stackoverflow.com (http://stackoverflow.com/) and biostars.org (http://www.biostars.org/).
Multiple entry points to the protocol As mentioned, this protocol is modular, in that users can use an alternative aligner or a different strategy (or software package) to count features. Two notable entry points (see orange boxes in Fig. 1 ) for the protocol include starting with either (i) a set of sequence alignment map (SAM)/binary alignment map (BAM) files from an alternative alignment algorithm or (ii) a table of counts. With SAM/BAM files in hand, users can start at Step 13, although it is often invaluable to carry along metadata information (Steps 3-6), postprocessing the alignment files may still be necessary (Step 9) and spot checks on the mapping are often useful (Steps 10-12). With a count table in hand, users can start at Step 14, where again the metadata information (Steps 3-6) will be needed for the statistical analysis. For users who wish to learn the protocol using the data analyzed here, the Supplementary Data gives an archive containing: the intermediate COUNT files used, a collated count table (counts) in CSV (comma-separated values) format, the metadata table (samples) in CSV format and the CSV file that was downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)'s short read archive (SRA).
Experimental design
Replication. Some of the early RNA-seq studies were performed without biological replication. If the purpose of the experiment
Box 2 | Differences between DESeq and edgeR
The two packages described in this protocol, DESeq and edgeR, have similar strategies to perform differential analysis for count data. However, they differ in a few important areas. First, their look and feel differs. For users of the widely used limma package 60 (for analysis of microarray data), the data structures and steps in edgeR follow analogously. The packages differ in their default normalization: edgeR uses the trimmed mean of M values 56 , whereas DESeq uses a relative log expression approach by creating a virtual library that every sample is compared against; in practice, the normalization factors are often similar. Perhaps most crucially, the tools differ in the choices made to estimate the dispersion. edgeR moderates feature-level dispersion estimates toward a trended mean according to the dispersion-mean relationship. In contrast, DESeq takes the maximum of the individual dispersion estimates and the dispersion-mean trend. In practice, this means DESeq is less powerful, whereas edgeR is more sensitive to outliers. Recent comparison studies have highlighted that no single method dominates another across all settings 27, 61, 62 .
is to make a general statement about a biological condition of interest (in statistical parlance, a population), for example, the effect of treating a certain cell line with a particular drug, then an experiment without replication is insufficient. Rapid developments in sequencing reduce technical variation but cannot possibly eliminate biological variability 34 . Technical replicates are suited to studying properties of the RNA-seq platform 16 , but they do not provide information about the inherent biological variability in the system or the reproducibility of the biological result (for instance, its robustness to slight variations in cell density, passage number, drug concentration or medium composition). In other words, experiments without biological replication are suited to making a statement regarding one particular sample that existed on one particular day in one particular laboratory, but not whether anybody could reproduce this result. When no replicates are available, experienced analysts may still proceed, using one of the following options: (i) by performing a descriptive analysis with no formal hypothesis testing; (ii) by selecting a dispersion value on the basis of past experience; or (iii) by using housekeeping genes to estimate variability across all samples in the experiment.
In this context, it is helpful to remember the distinction between designed experiments, in which a well-characterized system (e.g., a cell line or a laboratory mouse strain) undergoes a fully controlled experimental procedure with minimal unintended variation, and observational studies, in which samples are often those of convenience (e.g., patients arriving at a clinic) that have been subjected to many uncontrolled environmental and genetic factors. Replication levels of two or three are often a practical compromise between cost and benefit for designed experiments, but for observational studies, typically much larger group sizes (dozens or hundreds) are needed to reliably detect biologically meaningful results.
Confounding factors.
In many cases, data are collected over time.
In this situation, researchers should be mindful of factors that may unintentionally confound their results (e.g., batch effects), such as changes in reagent chemistry or software versions used to process their data 35 . Users should make a concerted effort to reduce confounding effects through experimental design (e.g., randomization, blocking 36 ) and to keep track of versions, conditions (e.g., operators) of every sample, in the hope that these factors (or surrogates of them) can be differentiated from the biological factor(s) of interest in the downstream statistical modeling. In addition, there are emerging tools available that can discover and help eliminate unwanted variation in larger data sets 37, 38 , although these are relatively untested for RNA-seq data at present.
Software implementation.
There are advantages to using a small number of software platforms for such a workflow, and these include simplified maintenance, training and portability. In principle, it is possible to do all computational steps in R and Bioconductor; however, for a few of the steps, the most mature and widely used tools are outside Bioconductor. Here R and Bioconductor are adopted to tie together the workflow and provide data structures, and their unique strengths in workflow components are leveraged, including statistical algorithms, visualization
Box 3 | Feature counting
In principle, counting reads that map to a catalog of features is straightforward. However, a few subtle decisions need to be made. For example, how should reads that fall within intronic regions (i.e., between two known exons) or beyond the annotated regions be counted? Ultimately, the answer to this question is guided by the chosen catalog that is presented to the counting software; depending on the protocol used, users should be conscious to include all features that are of interest, such as polyadenylated RNAs, small RNAs, long intergenic noncoding RNAs and so on. For simplicity and to avoid problems with mismatching chromosome identifiers and inconsistent coordinate systems, we recommend using the curated FASTA files and GTF files from Ensembl or the prebuilt indices packaged with GTF files from http://tophat.cbcb.umd.edu/igenomes.shtml whenever possible.
Statistical inference based on the NB distribution requires raw read counts as input. This is required to correctly model the Poisson component of the sample-to-sample variation. Therefore, it is crucial that units of evidence for expression are counted. No prior normalization or other transformation should be applied, including quantities such as RPKM (reads per kilobase model), FPKM (fragments per kilobase model) or otherwise depth-adjusted read counts. Both DESeq and edgeR internally keep the raw counts and normalization factors separate, as this full information is needed to correctly model the data. Notably, recent methods to normalize RNA-seq data for sample-specific G+C content effects use offsets that are presented to the GLM, while maintaining counts on their original scale 63, 64 .
Each paired-end read represents a single fragment of sequenced DNA, yet (at least) two entries for the fragment will appear in the corresponding BAM files. Some simplistic early methods that operated on BAM files considered these as separate entries, which led to overcounting and would ultimately overstate the significance of differential expression.
Typically, there will be reads that cannot be uniquely assigned to a gene, either because the read was aligned to multiple locations (multi-reads) or the read's position is annotated as part of several overlapping features. For the purpose of calling differential expression, such reads should be discarded. Otherwise, genuine differential expression of one gene might cause another gene to appear differentially expressed, erroneously, if reads from the first gene are counted for the second due to assignment ambiguity. In this protocol, we use the tool htseq-count of the Python package HTSeq, using the default union-counting mode; more details can be found at http://www-huber.embl.de/users/anders/HTSeq/doc/count.html. In addition, Bioconductor now offers various facilities for feature counting, including easyRNASeq in the easyRNASeq package 65 , the summarizeOverlaps function in the GenomicRanges package and qCount in the QuasR (http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/QuasR.html) package.
and computation with annotation databases. Another major advantage of an R-based system, in terms of achieving best practices in genomic data analysis, is the opportunity for an interactive analysis whereby spot checks are made throughout the pipeline to guide the analyst. In addition, a wealth of tools is available for exploring, visualizing and cross-referencing genomic data. Although they are not used here directly, additional features of Bioconductor are readily available that will often be important for scientific projects that involve an RNA-seq analysis, including access to many different file formats, range-based computations, annotation resources, manipulation of sequence data and visualization.
In what follows, all Unix commands run at the command line appear in Courier font, prefaced by a dollar sign ($):
$ my_unix_command whereas R functions in the text appear as myFunction, and (typed) R input commands and output commands appear in bold and plain Courier font, respectively:
Note that in R, the operators = and < -can both be used for variable assignment (i.e., z = 5 and z < -5 produce the same result, a new variable z with a numeric value). In this protocol, we use the = notation; in other places, users may also see the < -notation.
Constructing a metadata table (Steps 3-6).
In general, we recommend starting from a sample metadata table that contains
Box 4 | Software versions
The original of this document was produced with Sweave 66 using the following versions of R and its packages: > sessionInfo() R output: sample identifiers, experimental conditions, blocking factors and file names. In our example, we construct this table from a file downloaded from the SRA. Users will often obtain a similar table from a local laboratory information management system (LIMS) or sequencing facility and can adapt this strategy to their own data sets.
Mapping reads to reference genome (Steps 7 and 8).
In the protocol, R is used to tie the pipeline together (i.e., loop through the set of samples and construct the full tophat2 command), with the hope of reducing typing and copy-and-paste errors. Many alternatives and variations are possible: users can use R to create and call the tophat2 commands, to create the commands (and call tophat2 independently of a Unix shell), or to assemble the commands manually independently of R. tophat2 creates a directory for each sample with the mapped reads in a BAM file, called accepted_hits. bam. Note that BAM files, and equivalently SAM files (an uncompressed text version of BAM), are the de facto standard file for alignments. Therefore, alternative mapping tools that produce BAM/SAM files could be inserted into the protocol at this point.
Organizing BAM and SAM files (Step 9).
The set of files containing mapped reads (from tophat2, accepted_hits.bam) (typically) needs to be transformed before it can be used with other downstream tools. In particular, the samtools command is used to prepare variations of the mapped reads. Specifically, a sorted and indexed version of the BAM file is created, which can be used in genome browsers such as IGV; a sorted-by-name SAM file is created, which is compatible with the feature-counting software of htseq-count. Alternative feature-counting tools (e.g., in Bioconductor) may require different inputs.
Design matrix. For more complex designs (i.e., beyond twogroup comparisons), users need to provide a design matrix that specifies the factors that are expected to affect expression levels. As mentioned above, GLMs can be used to analyze arbitrarily complex experiments, and the design matrix is the means by which the experimental design is described mathematically, including both biological factors of interest and other factors not of direct interest, such as batch effects. For example, Section 4.5 of the edgeR User's Guide ('RNA-seq of pathogen inoculated Arabidopsis with batch effects') or Section 4 of the DESeq vignette ('Multifactor designs') presents worked case studies with batch effects. The design matrix is central for such complex differential expression analyses, and users may wish to consult a linear modeling textbook 39 or a local statistician to make sure their design matrix is appropriately specified.
Reproducible research. We recommend that users keep a record of all commands (R and Unix) and the software versions used in their analysis so that other researchers (e.g., collaborators, reviewers) can reproduce the results (Box 4). In practice, this is best achieved by keeping the complete transcript of the computer commands interweaved with the textual narrative in a single, executable document 40 . R provides many tools to facilitate the authoring of executable documents, including the Sweave function and the knitR package. The sessionInfo function helps with documenting package versions and related information. A recent integration with Rstudio is rpubs.com (http://rpubs. com/), which provides seamless integration of 'mark-down' text with R commands for easy web-based display. For languageindependent authoring, a powerful tool is provided by Emacs org-mode.
MaterIals
EQUIPMENT  crItIcal For many of the software packages listed below, new features and optimizations are constantly developed and released, so we highly recommend using the most recent stable version as well as reading the (corresponding) documentation for the version used. The package versions used in the production of this article are given in Box 4 Operating system This protocol assumes users have a Unix-like operating system (i.e., Linux or MacOS X), with a bash shell or similar. All commands given here are meant to be run in a terminal window. Although it is possible to follow this protocol with a Microsoft Windows machine (e.g., using the Unix-like Cygwin; http://www.cygwin.com/), the additional steps required are not discussed here Software An aligner to map short reads to a genome that is able to deal with reads that straddle introns 16 . The aligner tophat2 (refs. 21,41) is illustrated here, but others, such as GSNAP 42 , SpliceMap 43 , Subread 44 or STAR 45 , can be used (Optional) A tool to visualize alignment files, such as the Integrated Genome Viewer (IGV 46 , or Savant 47, 48 ). IGV is a Java tool with 'web start' (downloadable from http://www.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/ log-in), i.e., it can be started from a web browser and needs no • • • explicit installation at the operating system level, provided a Java Runtime Environment is available The R statistical computing environment, downloadable from http://www.r-project.org/ A number of Bioconductor 8 packages, specifically ShortRead 49 , DESeq 3 and edgeR 6, 7 , and possibly GenomicRanges, GenomicFeatures and org.Dm.eg. db, as well as their dependencies The samtools program 50 (http://samtools.sourceforge.net/) for manipulation of SAM-and BAM-formatted files The HTSeq package (http://www-huber.embl.de/users/anders/HTSeq/doc/ overview.html) for counting of mapped reads (Optional) If users wish to work with data from the SRA, they will need the SRA Toolkit (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra/sra.cgi?cmd=show&f= software&m=software&s=software)
Input file formats
In general, the starting point is a collection of FASTQ files, the commonly used format for reads from Illumina sequencing machines. The modifications necessary for mapping reads from other platforms are not discussed here
Example data
The data set published by Brooks et al. 51 is used here to demonstrate the workflow. This data set consists of seven RNA-seq samples, each a cell csv' into R, and select the subset of samples that we are interested in (using R's string matching function grep), corresponding to the 22 SRA files shown in Figure 2 by: The following R commands automate the download of the 22 SRA files to the current working directory (the functions getwd and setwd can be used to retrieve and set the working directory, respectively):  crItIcal This download is only required if data originate from the SRA. Brooks et al. 51 deposited their data in the SRA of the NCBI's Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) 52 under accession number GSE18508 and a subset of this data set is used here to illustrate the pipeline. Specifically, SRA files corresponding to the 4 'Untreated' (control) and 3 'CG8144 RNAi' (knockdown) samples need to be downloaded. Alternative download tools The R-based download of files described above is just one way to capture several files in a semiautomatic fashion. Users can alternatively use the batch tools wget (Unix/Linux) or curl (Mac OS X), or Convert SRA to FASTQ format Typically, sequencing data from a sequencing facility will come in (compressed) FASTQ format. The SRA, however, uses its own, compressed, SRA format. In order to convert the example data to FASTQ, use the fastq-dump command from the SRA Toolkit on each SRA file. Note that the use of R's system command is just one possibility. Users may choose to type the 22 fastq-dump commands manually into the Unix shell rather than using R to construct them. R can be used to construct the required shell commands, starting from the 'SraRunInfo.csv' metadata table, as follows:  crItIcal Be sure to use the --split-3 option, which splits mate-pair reads into separate files. After this command, single and paired-end data will produce one and two FASTQ files, respectively. For paired-end data, the file names will be suffixed _1.FASTQ and _2.FASTQ; otherwise, a single file with the extension .FASTQ will be produced.  crItIcal Make sure that the gene annotation uses the same coordinate system as the reference FASTA file. Here, both files use BDGP5 (i.e., release 5 of the assembly provided by the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project), as is apparent from the file names. To be on the safe side, here, we recommend always downloading the FASTA reference sequence and the GTF annotation data from the same resource provider.  crItIcal As an alternative, the UCSC Table Browser (http://genome.ucsc. edu/cgi-bin/hgTables) can be used to generate GTF files on the basis of a selected annotation (e.g., RefSeq genes). However, at the time of writing, GTF files obtained from the UCSC Table Browser do not contain correct gene IDs, which can cause problems with downstream tools such as htseq-count, unless they are corrected manually. Build the reference index Before reads can be aligned, the reference FASTA files need to be preprocessed into an index that allows the aligner easy access. To build a bowtie2-specific index from the FASTA file mentioned above, use the command: $ bowtie2-build -f Drosophila_melanogaster.
BDGP5.70.dna.toplevel.fa Dme1_BDGP5_70
A set of BT2 files will be produced, with names starting with Dme1_ BDGP_70 specified above. This procedure needs to be run only once for each reference genome used. As mentioned, pre-built indices for many commonly used genomes are available from http://tophat.cbcb.umd. edu/igenomes.shtml. ? trouBlesHootInG 2| Use a web browser to inspect the generated HTML file (here, stored in the 'fastqQAreport' directory) with the quality-assessment report (see ANTICIPATED RESULTS for further details) align the reads (using tophat2) to the reference genome • tIMInG ~45 min per sample 7| By using R string manipulation, construct the Unix commands to call tophat2. Given the metadata table samples, it is convenient to use R to create the list of shell commands, as follows:  crItIcal step In the call to tophat2, the option -G points tophat2 to a GTF file of annotation to facilitate mapping reads across exon-exon junctions (some of which can be found de novo), -o specifies the output directory, -p specifies the number of threads to use (this may affect run times and can vary depending on the resources available). Other parameters can be specified here, as needed; see the appropriate documentation for the tool and version you are using. The first argument, Dmel_BDGP5_70 is the name of the index (built in advance), and the second argument is a list of all FASTQ files with reads for the sample. Note that the FASTQ files are concatenated with commas, without spaces. For experiments with paired-end reads, pairs of FASTQ files are given as separate arguments and the order in both arguments must match. ? trouBlesHootInG 8| Run these commands (i.e., copy and paste) in a Unix terminal.  crItIcal step Many similar possibilities exist for this step (see 'Experimental design' for further details). Users can use the R function system to execute these commands direct from R, cut-and-paste the commands into a separate Unix shell or store the list of commands in a text file and use the Unix 'source' command. In addition, users could construct the Unix commands independently of R. 11| Zoom in on an expressed transcript until individual reads are shown and check whether the reads align at and across exon-exon junctions, as expected, given the annotation (Fig. 3) .
12|
If any positive and negative controls are known for the system under study (e.g., known differential expression), direct the IGV browser to these regions to confirm that the relative read density is different according to expectation.
count reads using htseq-count • tIMInG ~3 h 13| Add the names of the COUNT files to the metadata table and call HTSeq from the following R-generated Unix commands:  crItIcal step In edgeR, it is recommended to remove features without at least 1 read per million in n of the samples, where n is the size of the smallest group of replicates (here, n = 3 for the knockdown group).
(iii) Visualize and inspect the count (iv) Create a DGEList object (edgeR's container for RNA-seq count data), as follows: (Fig. 5a) and plotBCV (Fig. 5b) functions, as follows: (xiii) Perform a sanity check by inspecting a histogram of unadjusted P values (Fig. 7) for the differential expression results, as follows:
> hist(res$pval, breaks = 100)
Step 14C(i-v).
(ii) Calculate the CR-adjusted profile likelihood 53 dispersion estimates relative to the factors specified, developed by McCarthy et al. 7 , according to: 
Step 14C(xi-xiii).
15|
As another spot check, point the IGV genome browser (with GTF and BAM files loaded) to a handful of the top differentially expressed genes and confirm that the counting and differential expression statistics are appropriately represented.
? trouBlesHootInG Troubleshooting advice can be found in table 1.
• tIMInG Running this protocol on the SRA-downloaded data will take <10 h on a machine with eight cores and 8 GB of RAM; with a machine with more cores, mapping of different samples can be run simultaneously. The time is largely spent on quality checks of reads, read alignment and feature counting; computation time for the differential expression analysis is comparatively smaller.
Step 1, sequence quality checks: ~2 h Steps 3-6, organizing metadata: <1 h Steps 7 and 8, read alignment: ~45 min per sample
Step 9, organize, sort and index the BAM files and create SAM files: ~1 h Steps 10-12, inspect alignments with IGV: <20 min
Step 13, feature counting: ~3 h
Step 14, differential analysis: variable; computational time is often <20 min
Step 15, additional spot checks: <20 min antIcIpateD results sequencing quality checks
Step 1 results in an HTML report for all included FASTQ files. Users should inspect these (Step 2) and look for persistence of low-quality scores, over-representation of adapter sequence and other potential problems. From these inspections, users may choose to remove low-quality samples, trim ends of reads (e.g., using FASTX; http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/) or modify alignment parameters. Note that a popular non-Bioconductor alternative for sequencing quality checks is FastQC (http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/).
Feature counting
In
Step 13, we used htseq-count for feature counting. The output is a COUNT file (two columns: identifier, count) for each sample. Many alternatives exist inside and outside of Bioconductor to arrive at a table of counts given BAM (or SAM) files and a set of features (e.g., from a GTF file); see Box 3 for further considerations. Each cell in the count table will be an integer that indicates how many reads in the sample overlap with the respective feature. Non-informative rows, such as features that are not of interest or those that have low overall counts, can be filtered. We recommend removing rows with a low overall sum of counts (or low CPM), as this generally increases the statistical power of the differential expression analysis 55 .
normalization
As different libraries will be sequenced to different depths, offsets are built in the statistical model to ensure that parameters are comparable. The term normalization is often used for that, but it should be noted that the raw read counts are not actually altered 56 . By default, edgeR uses the number of mapped reads (i.e., count table column sums) and estimates an additional normalization factor to account for sample-specific effects (e.g., diversity) 56 ; these two factors are combined and used as an offset in the NB model. Analogously, DESeq defines a virtual reference sample by taking the median of each gene's values across samples and then computes size factors as the median of ratios of each sample to the reference sample. Generally, the ratios of the size factors should roughly match the ratios of the library sizes. Dividing each column of the count table by the corresponding size factor yields normalized count values, which can be scaled to give a counts per million interpretation (see also edgeR's cpm function). From an M (log ratio) versus A (log expression strength) plot, count data sets typically show a (left-facing) trombone shape, reflecting the higher variability of log ratios at lower counts (Fig. 6) . In addition, points will typically be centered around a log ratio of 0 if the normalization factors are calculated appropriately, although this is just a general guide.
sample relations
The quality of the sequencing reactions (Step 1) themselves is only a part of the quality assessment procedure. In Steps 14A(vi) or 14C(v), a 'fitness for use' 57 check is performed (relative to the biological question of interest) on the count data before statistical modeling. edgeR adopts a straightforward approach that compares the relationship between all pairs of samples, using a count-specific pairwise distance measure (i.e., biological coefficient of variation) and an MDS plot for visualization (Fig. 4a) . Analogously, DESeq performs a variance-stabilizing transformation and explores sample relationships using a PCA plot (Fig. 4b) . In either case, the analysis for the current data set highlights that library type (single-end or paired-end) has a systematic effect on the read counts and provides an example of a data-driven modeling decision: here, a GLM-based analysis that accounts for the (assumed linear) effect of library type jointly with the biological factor of interest (i.e., knockdown versus control) is recommended. In general, users should be conscious that the degree of variability between the biological replicates (e.g., in an MDS or PCA plot) will ultimately effect the calling of differential expression. For example, a single outlying sample may drive increased dispersion estimates and compromise the discovery of differentially expressed features. No general prescription is available for when and whether to delete outlying samples.
Dispersion estimation
As mentioned above, getting good estimates of the dispersion parameter is critical to the inference of differential expression. For simple designs, edgeR uses the quantile-adjusted conditional maximum (weighted) likelihood estimator 4, 5 , whereas DESeq uses a method-of-moments estimator 3 . For complex designs, the dispersion estimates are made relative to the design matrix, using the CR-adjusted likelihood 7, 53 ; both DESeq and edgeR use this estimator. edgeR's estimates are always moderated toward a common trend, whereas DESeq chooses the maximum of the individual estimate and a smooth fit (dispersion versus mean) over all genes. A wide range of dispersion-mean relationships exist in RNA-seq data, as viewed by edgeR's plotBCV or DESeq's plotDispEsts; case studies with further details are presented in both edgeR's and DESeq's user guides.
Differential expression analysis
DESeq and edgeR differ slightly in the format of results outputted, but each contains columns for log-fold change (log), counts per million (or mean by condition), likelihood ratio statistic (for GLM-based analyses), as well as raw and adjusted
